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Segregation is Still Present In America’s School System.
29 Items

In the 21st century there is still segregation in America's school system. T his
negatively impacts Black and Brown children leading to an education gap, financial
gap, and segregation in housing between whites and people of color. School
segregation continues a cycle of racism, class inequity and injustices in this country.
Attached are some resources that discuss the history of segregation, point out the
problem with this issue, and some solutions leading to integration.

T he two resources below discuss the history of segregation in America, and the famous court
case Brown V. Board of Education that made racial segregation in the school system
unconstitutional.

A Look Back at Segregation in the United States
HIST ORY

After the United States abolished slavery, black Americans continued to
be marginalized through enforced segregated and diminished access to
facilities, housing, education—and opportunities.

Brown v. Board of Education
HIST ORY

Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka was a landmark 1954 Supreme
Court case in which the justices ruled unanimously that racial segregation
of children in

T hese are some resources that discuss how and why segregation in the school system is still
present. T hey also suggest solutions that answer the question where do we go from here?

Still Separate, Still Unequal: Teaching about
School Segregation and Educational Inequality…
Nytimes

Although many students learn about the struggles to desegregate
schools in the civil rights era, segregation as a current reality is largely
absent from the curriculum. This teaching resource uses Times articles…

Why are American public schools still segregated?
Berkeley News

Law professor, civil rights advocate to talk about contemporary fight for
integration

The Persistence of Racial Segregation in American
Schools
Facing History and Ourselves

More than 60 years after Brown v. Board of Education, give students an
overview of the problem of school segregation in the United States today
and open a discussion about possible solutions.

America's segregated schools: We can't live
together until we learn together
USA T ODAY

The main reason school districts have been gerrymandered to perpetuate
segregation is the tacit, and at times explicit, approval of people of
means.

NPR Cookie Consent and Choices
NPR.org

In 1954, the Supreme Court ruled in Brown v. Board of Education that
racial segregation in schools was unconstitutional. The decision is often
framed as a landmark decision that transformed education for Black…

The Reality of Segregation in Public Schools American Association of Colleges for Teacher…
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACT E)

Why are schools still segregated in 2019? The answer to this question is a
complicated one. One with roots deep in the history of our educational
system. The surface answer has to do with the fact that racist curricula…

School Segregation Is Not a Myth
T he Atlantic

Skeptics claim that concerns over racially divided schools are false alarms
—but they’re missing the full picture.

An Unusual Idea for Fixing School Segregation
T he Atlantic

What if the answer lies in changing how college admissions work?

Public Schools Remain Largely Segregated by Race
and Income, Study Shows
US News & World Report

Nearly 1,000 school district boundaries separate communities where
students are significantly more white and wealthy from communities
where students are significantly more black and Latino and poor, a new…

Panel: Segregation still ‘in force’ in US schools,
neighborhoods | Cornell Chronicle
Cornell Chronicle

In the second “Racism in America” webinar, presented Nov. 19 by the
College of Arts and Sciences, a panel of four Cornell faculty experts
discussed discrepancies in education and housing.

Consequences of segregation within the school system, and benefits of integration shown in
trends and data.

Schools are still segregated, and black children
are paying a price
Economic Policy Institute

Well over six decades after the Supreme Court declared "separate but
equal" schools to be unconstitutional in Brown v. Board of Education,
schools remain heavily segregated by race and ethnicity. What are the…

What school segregation looks like in the US
today, in 4 charts
T he Conversation

US school segregation is higher than it has been in decades, even if there
are no longer overt laws requiring racially segregated schools.

U.S. school segregation in the 21st century Equitable Growth
Equitable Growth

Effects of school segregation on inequality, mobility, and growth Empirical
studies in recent decades shed new light on the different ways that racial
and socioeconomic school segregation can perpetuate both racial and…

https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publicati
Urban

A Bold Agenda for School Integration
T he Century Foundation

At a time when our democracy is fractured along the fault lines of race,
ethnicity, and religion, and when social mobility has stalled, high-quality
integr

Videos that explain why segregation in Americas school system still exists.

U.S. Schools Still Segregated

Watch later

Share

U.S. Schools Still Segregated
YouTube

In the year since Mike Brown's death, racism has dominated the headlines. Nowhere is America's
racial divide more obvious than in public schools.Subscribe fo...

5 Reasons School segregation is a PROBLEM!

Watch later
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5 Reasons School segregation is a PROBLEM!
YouTube

#desegregation #blackhistory #brownvboard Desegregation in America's public schools began as
early as the 1950s and busing was a common practice until the 19...

T his video includes a personal account of the effects the speaker saw of racial segregation in
school, in her community at a young age and how it continues to affect Black and Brown
children. T he speaker also explains why things are the way they are, and steps that should
be taken to turn the current situation around.

How America's public schools keep kids in poverty | Kand…
Kand…

Watch later
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How America's public schools keep kids in poverty |
Kandice Sumner
YouTube

Why should a good education be exclusive to rich kids? Schools in low-income neighborhoods
across the US, specifically in communities of color, lack resource...

Videos that discuss solutions to making schools in the U.S. more diverse.

How do we solve stubborn segregation in schools?

Watch later
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How do we solve stubborn segregation in schools?
YouTube

Despite a historic Supreme Court ruling outlawing segregated schools, today huge numbers of
students remain in separate and unequal schools, most in inner ci...

"Teach Us All" documentary explores education inequality

Watch later
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"Teach Us All" documentary explores education inequality
YouTube

Sixty years ago today, nine black students entered an all-white high school in Little Rock, Arkansas.
The new documentary "Teach Us All" honors the Little Ro...
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